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illness characterized by a myriad
of inflammatory, coagulation, and tissue abnormalities whose
severity and time course of progression varies widely between
individuals. Heat stroke has traditionally been defined by
patient symptoms that present at the time of clinical admission,
which include profound central nervous system (CNS) abnormalities (e.g., delirium, seizures, coma) and severe hyperthermia [core temperature typically but not always ⬎40°C; (90)].
The goal of aggressive clinical treatments is to normalize body
(core and skin) temperature and CNS function as rapidly as
possible, but ⬃30% of heat stroke survivors experience permanent decrements in neurological and peripheral tissue function despite these efforts (1, 25). Recent epidemiological studies of short- and long-term heat stroke outcome indicate that
multi-organ system dysfunction continues to manifest in patients following clinical treatment, which increases the risk of
mortality during the ensuing months and years of recovery (1,
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25, 84). The inability to properly anticipate, diagnose, and treat
the long-term sequelae of heat stroke is a serious limitation of
modern medicine that reflects our limited understanding of the
pathophysiological mechanisms mediating tissue injury. This
review provides a summary of the current understanding of the
role of the systemic inflammatory response in the long-term
sequelae of heat stroke and addresses knowledge gaps that
need to be bridged to develop more effective diagnostic and
therapeutic strategies to mitigate morbidity and mortality in
this syndrome.
HEAT STROKE INCIDENCE AND MORTALITY

Heat stroke occurs during exposure to high environmental
temperatures or while performing strenuous work and is classified as passive (also referred to as “classic”) or exertional in
nature. Passive heat stroke is experienced primarily by immunocompromised individuals, such as the very young or elderly,
with high mortality rates reported by the popular press during
annual heat waves (25, 28). Preexisting conditions, such as
mental illness, alcoholism, or drug use (e.g., diuretics, anticholinergics) may compromise an individual’s physiological adjustments to heat stress and increase the incidence of passive
http://www.jap.org
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Leon LR, Helwig BG. Heat stroke: Role of the systemic inflammatory
response. J Appl Physiol 109: 1980 –1988, 2010. First published June 3, 2010;
doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00301.2010.—Heat stroke is a life-threatening illness that
is characterized clinically by central nervous system dysfunction, including delirium, seizures, or coma and severe hyperthermia. Rapid cooling and support of
multi-organ function are the most effective clinical treatments, but many patients
experience permanent neurological impairments or death despite these efforts. The
highest incidence of heat stroke deaths occurs in very young or elderly individuals
during summer heat waves, with ⬃200 deaths per year in the United States. Young,
fit individuals may experience exertional heat stroke while performing strenuous
physical activity in temperate or hot climates. Factors that predispose to heat stroke
collapse include pre-existing illness, cardiovascular disease, drug use, and poor
fitness level. For decades the magnitude of the hyperthermic response in heat stroke
patients was considered the primary determinant of morbidity and mortality.
However, recent clinical and experimental evidence suggests a complex interplay
between heat cytotoxicity, coagulation, and the systemic inflammatory response
syndrome (SIRS) that ensues following damage to the gut and other organs.
Cytokines are immune modulators that have been implicated as adverse mediators
of the SIRS, but recent data suggest a protective role for these proteins in the
resolution of inflammation. Multi-organ system failure is the ultimate cause of
mortality, and recent experimental data indicate that current clinical markers of heat
stroke recovery may not adequately reflect heat stroke recovery in all cases.
Currently heat stroke is a more preventable than treatable condition, and novel
therapeutics are required to improve patient outcome.
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AGING

Passive heat stroke is most commonly reported in elderly
individuals that are immuno- or physiologically compromised
and exposed to climatic heat stress during summer heat waves
(1, 25, 28). During the 2003 heat wave in France, ⬃15,000
individuals died from heat stroke, which was thought to be a
consequence of the large aged population (⬃10,000 people
over 100 years old) and a lack of air conditioning in homes and
hospitals (1, 28). Heat strain imposes large cardiovascular
demands on the body as blood flow is shunted from core organs
J Appl Physiol • VOL

Fig. 1. Summary of environmental and predisposing factors that interact to
cause “classic” (passive) and exertional heat stroke. Classic heat stroke is
commonly observed in very young children or the elderly during annual heat
waves. Exertional heat stroke is observed in young, healthy individuals that are
performing a high rate of metabolic work in temperate or hot conditions.
Predisposing factors, such as illness, drug use (e.g., anticholinergics, antidiurectics, ecstacy), geographic region of origin (Northern⬎Southern), sex
(women⬎men), and race (Caucasian⬎African American) are confounding
factors that increase the incidence of both forms of heat stroke. Following heat
stroke collapse, heat cytotoxicity to the brain and peripheral organs initiates the
coagulation cascade and a systemic inflammatory response syndrome that may
culminate in multi-organ system failure and death.

to the skin to dissipate excess heat to the environment. Physiological decrements with aging may include impairment of
baroreceptor reflex modulation (80), lower sweating rate and
longer onset to sweating (43), and diminished renal and
splanchnic sympathetic nerve discharge (44). Minson et al.
(62) demonstrated that older men relied on a higher percentage
of their cardiac chronotropic reserve compared with young
men during heat exposure. This finding may have particular
relevance to those individuals experiencing a heat wave with a
pre-existing condition, such as coronary artery disease (62).
Pre-existing illness is also a confounding factor in aged populations. During the 1995 heat wave in Chicago, 57% of heat
stroke patients had evidence of infection on clinical admission
(25). Chronic inflammatory conditions may impede the body’s
ability to respond to a subsequent stressful event by inhibiting
the appropriate adaptive immune response that would protect
against organ dysfunction. Thus the high death toll due to
excessive heat per se may be small compared with that caused
by the aggravation in severity of a pre-existing condition. The
interaction of all of these factors in heat stroke mortality
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heat stroke (63, 65, 82). Athletes (e.g., marathon runners, race
car drivers), occupational workers (e.g., fire fighters, agricultural workers), and military personnel are highly motivated
populations at risk for exertional heat stroke while performing
strenuous physical work or exercise in temperature or hot
climates. The incidence of exertional heat stroke is influenced
by a multitude of factors, including pre-existing illness, drug
use (e.g., alcohol, amphetamines, ecstasy), and wearing protective clothing (e.g., uniforms in athletes) that limits heat
dissipation.
Exposure to hot weather is considered one of the most
deadly natural hazards in the United States in unacclimatized
and immunocompromised individuals (20). It was estimated
that between 1979 and 2002, heat stroke claimed more American lives than the combined effects of hurricanes, lightning,
earthquakes, floods, and tornadoes (19). During this time
period, the U.S. reported 4,780 heat-related deaths that were
stratified by age with 6% in children ⬍15 yr, 50% in persons
aged 15– 64 yr, and 44% in persons ⬎65 yr of age. Despite
these reports, heat stroke incidence is difficult to determine due
to varying definitions that result in misdiagnosis. Heat stroke
mortality rates are determined from medical examiner reports
that define a “heat-related death” as that in which exposure to
high ambient temperature either caused or significantly contributed to death based on the exclusion of other causes of
hyperthermia (27). Estimates of heat-related mortality rates
represent cases that occurred during annual heat waves when
regional temperatures remained elevated over several days or
weeks. In 2003, Europe experienced 22,000 – 45,000 heatrelated deaths during a summer heat wave in which the average
temperature was 3.5°C above normal during a 2-wk period (57,
76). However, the death toll from heat exposure per se is
misleading, as many heat stroke victims in Europe succumbed
to multi-organ system failure during the weeks, months, and
years following the heat event despite hospital treatment (1).
Similarly, military heat stroke patients showed ⬃2-fold increased mortality risk from cardiovascular, kidney, and liver
failure within 30 years of hospitalization compared with patients hospitalized for a non-heat related illness (84). A recent
epidemiological study identified a variety of factors that are
associated with increased incidence of exertional heat illness,
including sex (women ⬎ men), geographic region of origin
(Northern ⬎ Southern states), and race/ethnicity [Caucasian ⬎
African American (18)]. Although the mechanisms responsible
for long-term decrements in organ function are thought to be
related to a systemic inflammatory response that ensues following heat-induced damage to the gut and other organs, we
still know very little regarding the pathophysiological mediators that cause multi-organ system failure (Fig. 1).
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complicates the etiology of this syndrome in aged populations
and limits the success of traditional medical interventions.
THE SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE

J Appl Physiol • VOL
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In 2002 a new definition of heat stroke was introduced that
suggested multi-organ system failure was due to the combined
effects of heat cytotoxicity, coagulopathies, and a systemic
inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS; 9). The primary cardiovascular response to heat exposure is an increase in skin
blood flow that promotes heat loss and reduces the rate of heat
gain from the environment. Increased skin blood flow is
accompanied by a fall in splanchnic blood flow as a compensatory mechanism to maintain blood pressure. Hyperthermia is
also associated with reduced cerebral blood flow (CBF), which
may account for presyncopal signs or CNS abnormalities (68).
The SIRS is regarded as a response to bacterial infection that
ensues following damage to the gut and other organs following
prolonged reductions in splanchnic blood flow. The resultant
ischemic environment promotes nitrosative and oxidative
stress that causes tight junctions of the gut to become “leaky.”
Gram-negative and -positive bacteria that are normally contained in the gut lumen are then able to freely cross the tight
junction barrier and enter into the systemic circulation (26, 32,
36, 49). The liver is an important clearance organ for endotoxin
(15, 67), suggesting an association between liver damage and
circulating endotoxin levels in heat stroke patients and animal
models. As an example, during football practice a young
athlete had a body temperature of 40.6°C and high circulating
levels of endotoxin that were associated with hemorrhagic
necrosis of his liver (35). Manipulations that render experimental animals endotoxin-tolerant following a peripheral injection of LPS (a cell wall component of endotoxin) or endotoxin-“free” with antibiotic therapy are effective in improving
short-term (⬍24 h) heat stroke survival rates (17, 30, 32).
However, the efficacy of antibiotic therapy is inversely related
to the severity of heat exposure, as antibiotics did not protect
primates with core temperatures ⬎43.8°C (32). Therefore, the
systemic inflammatory response to endotoxin leakage appears
to be an important component of the heat stroke syndrome but
must be considered in relation to the effects of heat cytoxicity
alone, which can cause irreversible organ damage and death in
the early stages (32). As will be discussed below, the heat
stroke syndrome is comprised of a wide range of thermoregulatory, coagulation, immune, and tissue injury responses with
limited understanding of the endogenous mechanisms that
predispose individuals to morbidity and mortality.
Body temperature responses. At the time of heat stroke
collapse, the severity of hyperthermia varies widely between
individuals, with reported core temperature values ranging
from ⬃41 to ⬃47°C (7, 12, 21, 37, 38, 56). Core temperatures
of elderly heat stroke victims are often less than ⬃41°C at the
time of collapse. This appears to be due to physiological
impairments that predispose to collapse, such as decrements in
cardiovascular function (46), prescription drug use [e.g., diuretics (1)], pre-existing inflammatory conditions (25), or limited access or use of air conditioning systems (1). Wellconditioned athletes may tolerate hyperthermia without adverse side effects due to training-induced heat acclimatization
effects on cellular protective mechanisms (60). However,
heavy clothing and/or pre-existing infections may also predis-

pose to heat stroke collapse in this otherwise healthy, fit
population (35, 59, 74, 78).
The body temperature responses observed during heat stroke
recovery consist of hypothermia and/or fever, but are not as
well-recognized as those observed at the time of collapse.
Patients may show a rapid undershoot of body temperature to
⬍37°C in response to cooling therapy, which is thought to be
due to a loss of thermoregulatory control following heatinduced damage to the preoptic area of the anterior hypothalamus [POAH; the main thermoregulation control site (14, 58)].
However, there is scant histological evidence to support the
hypothesis that the POAH is damaged in heat stroke patients
that present with hypothermia, despite evidence of extensive
damage to other CNS regions (e.g., cerebellum) and peripheral
organs (33, 39, 58). In experimental animal models, hypothermia is a natural heat stroke recovery response that occurs in the
absence of cooling treatment and is associated with behavioral
and autonomic thermoeffector responses that support its development (42, 53). In mice, the prevention of hypothermia
caused an increase in intestinal damage and mortality,
suggesting it is a protective response that is important for
recovery (52, 89). The Q10 effect states that each 10°C
change in body temperature is associated with a two- to
threefold change in enzymatic reaction rates. On the basis of
this relationship, hypothermia is thought to minimize energy
demands and reduce generation of harmful reactive oxygen
species that would otherwise cause tissue injury following
heat exposure (36).
Recurrent hyperthermic episodes have been documented in
heat stroke patients and animal models during the hours, days,
and weeks of recovery (52, 58). The early recurrence of
hyperthermia in patients was regarded as a compensatory
peripheral vasoconstriction response to cooling of the skin
surface with ice packs, whereas protracted episodes were
thought to be due to disturbances in CNS thermoregulatory
control (58). To our knowledge, the mechanism(s) mediating
recurrent hyperthermia in patients has never been examined in
detail; yet antipyretic drugs (e.g., acetaminophen) are often
used by physicians to treat immediate or recurrent hyperthermia in heat stroke patients (16, 25, 61). Mice show delayed
hyperthermia ⬃24 h after severe heat stroke collapse and this
response is associated with increased metabolic heat production and elevated circulating levels of the pro-inflammatory
cytokine IL-6 (i.e., a known fever inducer), suggesting it may
be a true fever response (51, 53). Interestingly, mice that are
unable to rewarm from hypothermia to develop fever succumb
to severe heat stroke (52). The biphasic thermoregulatory
response displayed by patients and mice during heat stroke
recovery is similar to that observed during sepsis, suggesting
that similar physiological mechanisms may be mediating these
responses (54, 66). Unfortunately, few studies have examined
the regulated nature of these recovery responses and they
continue to be regarded as manifestations of thermoregulatory
“instability” despite a paucity of data to directly support this
hypothesis (58).
Coagulopathies. Disseminated intravascular coagulation
(DIC) is a common complication of heat stroke that is initiated
following thermal injury to the vascular endothelium and is
regarded as an important mechanism of heat stroke morbidity
and mortality (8, 64; Fig. 2). In vitro studies have shown that
heat (43– 44°C) directly activates platelet aggregation and
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causes irreversible hyperaggregation following cooling (31,
88). Early in heat stroke, widespread activation of coagulation
stimulates excess deposition of fibrin in the arterioles and
capillaries along with platelet aggregation that leads to microvascular thrombosis. Although rapid cooling of the heat stroke
patient may normalize fibrinolysis, coagulation often persists
until platelets and coagulation proteins are consumed at a faster
rate than they are produced (2, 4). Consumptive coagulation
may lead to excessive, prolonged bleeding from multiple tissue
sites (e.g., venipuncture sites, gums) and is associated with
fatal outcome (46). In the Paris heat wave of 2003, a link was
established between elevated circulating levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, neutrophil activation, and coagulation in
elderly heat stroke patients (41). Endotoxin and cytokines are
thought to activate leukocytes and endothelial cells to amplify
the coagulation cascade and participate in the progression of
DIC.
Cytokines. Cytokines are a class of immune modulators that
have been implicated in the adverse consequences of the SIRS
based on data correlating high circulating levels of these
proteins with heat stroke morbidity and mortality. Increased
circulating levels of IL-1␣, IL-1␤, IL-1 receptor antagonist
(IL-1ra, a naturally occurring receptor antagonist of IL-1),
IL-6, soluble IL-6 receptor (sIL-6R), IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, interferon (IFN)-␥, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-␣, and sTNFR
concentrations are commonly observed at the time of heat
stroke collapse or shortly after cooling (7, 11, 12, 37, 38, 51).
Elevated IFN-inducible gene expression and IFN-␥ levels are a
clinical measure of viral or intracellular bacterial infection and
are evident in exertional heat stroke patients with pre-existing
infections (79). Although circulating levels of IL-6 and TNF
J Appl Physiol • VOL

correlate with heat stroke severity, few studies have examined
the dynamic relationship of these cytokines with their soluble
receptors. The sIL-6R may potentiate endogenous IL-6 effects
by increasing the concentration of available IL-6 signaling
receptors on cell membranes [known as a transignaling effect
(48)] or reducing IL-6 signaling through competitive binding
with IL-6 receptors already present on the cell membrane (77).
IL-6 shows reciprocal changes with respect to the sIL-6R from
the time of clinical admission to postcooling, but the manner in
which interactions between these proteins alter heat stroke
outcome remains unknown (37). Similarly, circulating levels of
TNF-␣ and -␤ were undetectable at the time of clinical admission in a small cohort of heat stroke patients (n ⫽ 3), but
sTNFR concentrations were higher in survivors than nonsurvivors (37). Since the sTNFR antagonizes endogenous TNF
actions, it was suggested that TNF has detrimental actions in
the SIRS (37). However, recent cytokine neutralization studies
suggest that a reinterpretation of cytokine actions in the heat
stroke syndrome is needed. That is, IL-6 and TNF double
receptor knockout mice (i.e., mice that cannot produce IL-6 or
generate TNF-mediated cellular signaling) showed higher mortality rates than their wild-type controls following heat stroke
collapse (51). These data suggest that baseline (permissive)
actions of these cytokines (or their downstream targets) are
essential for resolution of the SIRS (51). Overall, data from
correlation studies have misinterpreted the role of cytokines in
the SIRS and it is now recognized that these immune modulators elicit protective actions in vivo that are probably time
and tissue specific.
Multi-organ system dysfunction. A hallmark symptom of
heat stroke is CNS dysfunction that manifests as mental status
changes, including confusion, delirium, combativeness, seizures, or coma at the time of collapse. Brain hyperthermia is a
consequence of increased cerebral metabolic rate, overall activation of the brain, and a reduction in cerebral blood flow
(CBF; 68). The resultant increase in blood-brain barrier permeability is thought to facilitate the leakage of proteins and
pathogens from the systemic circulation into the brain. Cerebral edema was associated with headache, coma, the absence of
normal reflexive responses, and multi-organ system dysfunction in 27- to 76-yr-old heat stroke patients that collapsed
during a summer heat wave in Israel (81). Despite rapid
cooling, ⬃30% of heat stroke survivors experience permanent
neurological impairments that may be related to cerebellar
atrophy and infarcts (1, 25).
Peripheral tissue damage associated with heat stress includes
acute renal failure, gut ischemia, blood clots within the stomach and small intestine, cytoplasmic protein clumping in the
spleen, and a form of skeletal muscle injury known as rhabdomyolysis (13, 22, 51). Acute renal failure is an almost
universal finding that is accompanied by decrements in function within 24 h of intensive care unit presentation (72). In
exertional heat stroke patients, rhabdomyolysis may exacerbate
renal dysfunction due to the toxic effects of myoglobin on the
kidney nephrons and the resultant overproduction of uric acid
(3, 55, 71, 86). Rhabdomyolysis is usually detectable as reddish-brown urine, but can lead to coagulopathy and death in
asymptomatic patients. Although liver failure is one of the
widely recognized conditions associated with heat stroke,
damage to this organ may not peak until 24 – 48 h after heat
exposure (33, 45, 50). Disruptions in liver function are
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Fig. 2. Mechanisms of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). Thermal
injury to the vascular endothelium initiates the coagulation and fibrinoloysis
pathways. Excess fibrin deposition may lead to vascular thrombosis in the
arterioles and capillaries leading to occlusion of the blood supply to the organ
bed. As coagulation proceeds, platelets and coagulation proteins are consumed
at a faster rate than they are produced, resulting in blood loss from multiple
tissue sites (e.g., venipuncture wounds, gums). The combined effects of vessel
occlusion and excess blood loss result in coagulopathies leading to multi-organ
dysfunction.
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typically evident as fatty liver changes (22, 50) or disturbances in plasma glucose homeostasis that present as hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia (8, 29, 70). Liver dysfunction
may also contribute to increased circulating endotoxin levels due to the important bacterial clearance function of this
organ (67). Unfortunately, many heat stroke patients require
liver transplantation, and the use of antipyretic drugs, such
as acetaminophen, has been associated with failure of this
organ (33, 39, 40, 75, 83).
CLINICAL INDEXES OF HEAT STROKE RECOVERY

Recent epidemiological studies suggest that current clinical
indexes of organ function may not be sensitive enough to
detect peripheral damage resulting in organ dysfunction in the
ensuing years of recovery. Following the 2003 heat wave in

France, many survivors experienced decrements in functional
status within 1 to 2 years following treatment and mortality
rates increased from 58% at day 28 of hospitalization (mean
hospital stay was 24 days) to 71% by the 2nd year of recovery
(1). An epidemiological study of military exertional heat stroke
patients showed ⬃40% increased mortality risk from cardiovascular, kidney, and liver failure within 30 years of hospitalization compared with individuals treated for a non-heat related
illness (84). Traditional clinical markers of organ dysfunction
include high circulating levels of creatine kinase (CK; skeletal
muscle), blood urea nitrogen (BUN; kidney), aspartate aminotransferase (AST; liver), and alanine aminotransferase (ALT;
liver). However, because these biomarkers are released by a
variety of organs and/or tissues and altered by heat as well as
exhaustive exercise, they may not be sensitive diagnostic

Downloaded from jap.physiology.org on December 10, 2010
Fig. 3. Representative data showing that traditional clinical measures of tissue injury do not always accurately reflect the presence of peripheral organ damage.
Male Fischer 344 rats were instrumented with intraperitoneal radiotelemetry devices for continuous sensing of core temperature (⫾0.1°C) during 10 days of heat
stroke recovery. On day 10, circulating levels of blood urea nitrogen (BUN), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) were
compared with gross morphology and histological damage (hematoxylin and eosin staining) of the kidney and liver. Representative core temperature tracings
(top), kidney pathology and BUN levels (middle) and liver pathology, AST and ALT levels (bottom) from one control (left) and two heat stroke rats (middle and
right; core temperature ⫽ 42.0°C at collapse) are shown. Left: the control (nonheated) rat displayed a normal circadian core temperature profile through 10 days
with low daytime (⬃37°C) and high nighttime (⬃38°C) values. The kidney and liver showed normal gross and histological appearance and circulating levels
of BUN, AST, and ALT were within the normal range. Middle: after heat stroke collapse, the rat displayed profound hypothermia (⬃34 –35°C) through 5 days
of recovery and then rewarmed to ⬃37°C by day 10 of recovery, but failed to re-establish a normal circadian rhythm. Gross appearance of the kidney and liver
indicated tissue damage, which was confirmed by histological analysis. The kidney showed bilateral renal tubular degeneration with protenuria, and multifocal
necrosis of hepatocytes was evident in the liver (indicated by black arrows in representative photomicrographs). High circulating BUN, AST, and ALT levels
accurately reflected the extensive histological damage to these organs. Right: after heat stroke collapse, the rat displayed hyperthermia (⬃39°C) through day 3
and then re-established a normal circadian core temperature profile through 10 days of recovery. Gross appearance of the kidney and liver suggested residual
damage in these organs, which was confirmed histologically as bilateral mineralization and protenuria in the kidney and extramedullary hematopoiesis with
mineralization of hepatocytes (indicated by black arrows in representative photomicrographs). Circulating levels of BUN, AST, and ALT levels were virtually
identical to controls and did not accurately reflect the persistence of tissue damage in this animal. These data demonstrate that traditional clinical biomarkers of
organ function are not always sensitive enough to accurately indicate recovery from heat stroke at the organ level. Gray shading in core temperature graphs
represents 12-h lights-off, active period. *Values elevated above control.
J Appl Physiol • VOL
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model indicate that reliance on traditional clinical biomarkers
for assessment of organ (dys)function may result in misdiagnosis of heat stroke recovery status. Unfortunately, it is often
difficult for physicians to accurately determine organ function
in heat stroke patients and they must rely on circulatory and
physiological measurements to assess recovery and determine
appropriate treatment options. Therefore, animal models will
be required to further delineate the pathophysiological mechanisms mediating multi-organ system dysfunction and identify
sensitive diagnostic tools and efficacious clinical treatments to
prevent heat stroke morbidity and mortality.
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT

Heat stroke is currently more preventable than treatable. The
most effective preventive measures include acclimatization to
the heat, reduction in the duration and extent of physical
activity, rescheduling of activities to cooler times of the day,
increased consumption of nonalcoholic fluids, and removing
vulnerable populations, such as those with pre-existing viral or
bacterial infections, from the heat stress environment. Fan
cooling has not shown protection against heat stroke and is
associated with increased thermal discomfort at ambient
temperatures ⬎38°C (47). Consistent with this, elevated
death toll from the 2003 heat wave in France was due to the

Fig. 4. Summary of heat stroke pathophysiological changes that culminate in multi-organ system dysfunction and death. Heat stress and/or exercise cause an
increase in core temperature, which stimulates multiple reflexive adjustments. Skin blood flow is increased to facilitate heat loss to the environment and is an
important negative feedback pathway (dashed arrow) to limit hyperthermia. A decrease in gut blood flow facilitates the redistribution of blood to the skin surface.
Prolonged reductions in gut blood flow stimulate oxidative/nitrosative stress and cause the gut epithelial barrier membrane to become ischemic. Gut ischemia
causes the tight junctions of the gut to become leaky, allowing endotoxin to leak from the gut lumen into the systemic circulation. The innate and adaptive immune
systems sense and respond to endotoxin (through toll-like receptors, such as TLR4) and stimulate the production of cytokines and other immune modulators. High
body temperature causes thermal injury to the vascular endothelium and initiates the coagulation/fibrinolysis pathways that lead to occlusion of the arterioles and
capillaries (microvascular thrombosis) or excessive bleeding (consumptive coagulation). The systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) and coagulation
pathways interact to cause multi-organ system failure and death if not rapidly treated and resolved. Hyperthermia causes a reduction in cerebral blood flow that
may be the initiating stimulus for increased blood-brain barrier permeability and brain injury. Hypothalamic damage has been thought to mediate hypothermia
and/or recurrent hyperthermia during heat stroke recovery, although there are no clinical or experimental data to support this hypothesis. Gray shading indicates
hypothetical mechanisms of injury, but clinical and experimental data are limited.
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indicators of tissue injury in all heat stroke victims (34). For
example, high circulating levels of CK may reflect a variety of
clinical conditions, such as rhabdomyolysis, myocardial infarction, or acute renal failure (71, 85). Since BUN is secreted by
the liver and removed from the blood by the kidneys, high
circulating levels may be due to dysfunction of either of these
organs. AST and ALT are used as clinical markers of liver
function in heat stroke patients despite release from multiple
tissues (e.g., liver, skeletal muscle).
Obviously, it is not ethical or feasible to directly assess
tissue injury in heat stroke patients, such that reliance on
circulating biomarkers is necessary in a clinical setting. However, experimental animal models can be used to more precisely determine the sensitivity of circulating biomarkers for
assessing organ damage during recovery from heat stroke.
Using a conscious rat model, we recently observed a dissociation
between core temperature profiles; circulating BUN, AST, and
ALT levels; and the presence of histological damage to the kidney
and liver at 10 days of heat stroke recovery (Fig. 3). Specifically,
altered core temperature profiles and elevated circulating levels
of BUN, AST, and ALT were used as measures of severe
kidney and liver injury, but these indexes were not sensitive
enough to detect damage to these organs in a moderate heat
stroke case (Fig. 3). Taken together, recent findings from
epidemiological studies and data from our rodent heat stroke
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CONCLUSIONS

Heat is a leading cause of natural-hazard death in the United
States as evidenced by the profound morbidity and mortality
associated with recent heat waves (6, 19, 20). Recent research
has indicated heat stroke survivors have a significant elevation
in their 30-yr mortality rate when compared with individuals
never experiencing a heat stroke. Despite this, knowledge of
the pathophysiology of heat stroke is severely limited as is our
understanding of the mechanisms of the SIRS that predispose
to morbidity and mortality (Fig. 4). Currently there is a paucity
of data supporting the efficacy of current clinical treatments
and there is a dire need for more efficacious therapeutics. The
use of novel biotechnologies, including radiotelemetry,
genomic, and proteomic analyses, will be critical in advancing
our knowledge of heat stroke pathophysiology. These technologies combined with novel in vivo, in vitro, and in silico
models will be critical to enhancing our understanding of the
SIRS and developing of novel strategies to reduce the morbidity and mortality associated with heat stroke.
J Appl Physiol • VOL
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stroke-related outcomes. Recombinant human activated protein
C (rhAPC) has been approved in the United States for the
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